
WHY HANDPHONE SHOULD BE BANNED IN

Cell phones should be banned in schools because they distract students, allow cheating in Schools, and they can be
dangerous. Cell phones distract students.

Learning apps such as Babbel, BrainPop or Quizlett can help you at school. Some teachers use interactive
learning activities such as the game-based platform Kahoot! Think about the negatives about cellphones in
middle school such as disrupting class. Victims with hand phones and other valuable will most certainly have
these items taken away by force when they are not aware. Film your video like this - with you fairly close to
the camera, clearly showing your head and shoulders You must ask your parent, teacher or guardian for
permission before you send us a video. Students can also take notes, make recordings and make reminders on
their phones with their built-in apps. Mobile phones are allowed in school and used in class at the teacher's
discretion, with a clear system of sanctions applied for misuse. Support for a classroom ban was remarkably
consistent across different demographics, including political affiliation and age group. But they also raise
concerns over their potential impact on our health, society â€” and education, writes Stephen Corbett Mobile
text books. The invention of cell phones started a debate for many schools. Every individual with a cell phone
has the ability to call any person, place, or agency at anytime as long as the individual is within the service
provider's coverage area. It can have a positive impact on adolescence. We text. This is a question a lot of
students and parents have asked themselves. The reader sees that phones in some schools could get stolen.
Who is to be blamed here? The student with the hand phone? Many students have been known to download
pornographic pictures from the Internet to their phones. Education providers are responsible for preparing
students for the future. Some anonymous person took her iPhone X and destroyed the camera and the display.


